PROTOTYPE
Delivering key aspects of your future commerce platform proves the product’s ability to handle your organization’s
challenges. Whether the proof be in a complex configuration, custom integration or certified performance, a Broadleaf
Prototype can be deployed using the same extensible, modern, performant framework trusted by brands you know.
Leveraging the same Engineers and Architects who designed and developed the Broadleaf framework, our Prototype
service assists in proving Broadleaf can handle your project’s toughest tests.

BENEFITS OF BROADLEAF PROTOTYPE
PROJECT FEASIBILITY
Align your organization around the
ability for Broadleaf to adapt to fit your
business need with our technology.

PROJECT DEMONSTRATION
Showcase the Prototype work using
the same framework you will use to
build your full commerce platform.

PROJECT COMPLEXITY
Know how hard it will be to tackle
your project’s most challenging work
through a proof of concept.

PROJECT PERFORMANCE
Prove platform viability against data
loads that simulate your toughest
production environment.

For more information visit broadleafcommerce.com or call 800-282-7443

No test is off limits

WHO IS IT FOR?
CLIENTS:
Broadleaf is a product company

CONFIGURATION

EXTENSION

INTEGRATION

PERFORMANCE

but provides Prototype services
for Broadleaf clients who have
specific platform needs to
prove before making a product
decision.
Broadleaf services can provide
additional SWAT team
resources for clients who want
to implement Broadleaf with
their own development team.

PARTNERS:
Partners leverage Prototype
services in order to prove
Broadleaf technical feasibility
against specific project
challenges.
While Broadleaf handles
complex customization needs/
point development, we rely
on our partner network
to deliver broader digital
development strategy, project/
program management, quality
assurance, business analysis,
and DevOps support.

PLATFORM CHALLENGES
Determining technical challenges in accomplishing your platform vision is the first
step in Broadleaf’s Prototype process. After articulating your platform vision, we’ll work
together to discuss any previous platform challenges, known technical issues and risks,
as well as organizational distrust in bringing your vision to market using Broadleaf.
PROTOTYPE PLANNING
Once we’ve determined the primary challenges you face in realizing your commerce
platform vision, we will work with you to plan the specific scope and timeline of the
Prototype. Whether involving Broadleaf configuration, integration, extensions or
performance proofs, we will ensure Broadleaf can handle your toughest challenges.
FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENT
Working with your team for integration guidance, functional validation and
infrastructure deployment, Broadleaf will be tailored to fit your Prototype needs. Once
developed, we can walk your technical team through our design and code in order for
you to better understand our patterns and process.
PROTOTYPE PROOF
After being both developed and deployed to the location you choose, we will prove
the Prototype with a final demonstration and/or report. By validating Broadleaf’s
performance, you can count on using Broadleaf as your platform.
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